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Holiday

Gift Guide

Gabriella Rose
WISHBONE GOLD NECKLACE

$159
Wish granted! The Gabrielle Rose
wishbone pendant is a perfect choice
for anyone seeking to add some
sparkle and shine to your staple postvinyasa flow class (black leggings and
a cozy sweater, right?)

VIEW HERE

Sivana East

$29.95
VIEW HERE

SAGE
This is everything you need to smudge
your space and yourself (or your
favorite earth mama). Smudging with
sage is a sacred tradition that has
been practiced throughout history
and across cultures. Abalone shells
are often used as tools to perform
smudging rituals. Their very practical
use is as a bowl to catch hot cinders
and hold what remains of the
smudging stick after it’s burnt.

Aha Crafted

$40
LEATHER EARRINGS
VIEW HERE

The only earrings you’ll never want
to take off and everyone will want to
borrow. The earrings that will elevate
not only your style, but your energy
as well. These are the earrings that
will flow and move with you, without
tugging or weighing you down.
Leather and Vegan Leather earrings
that are so versatile you can wear
them with a white tee or a sexy black
dress. Unique in every way; they are
like nothing you’ve worn before, and
your ears will thank you! (Yes, you’re
welcome ears.)

Love Pray Jewelry
ESSENTIAL OIL BRACELET

$39
Snag an essential oil diffuser
bracelet and give the gift of
style plus the healing power of
aromatherapy. Each bracelet
is made of genuine gemstones
and lava rock beads to diffuse
essential oils for hours.

VIEW HERE

Apeiron
YOGA MATS & APPAREL
APEIRON is a yoga and lifestyle
brand based on the ideology that
stepping outside your comfort
zone brings about a whole new
sense of awareness, both in the
world and within yourself. The
name “Apeiron” comes from the
Greek word for “limitless,” and
their mission is just that --- to inspire
men and women of all cultures
and backgrounds to Live Limitless
on and off the mat

$97

Apeiron
YOGA MATS & APPAREL
Drawing inspiration from art,
music and places all over the
world, Apeiron’s line of yoga
mats, apparel and accessories
are designed to look great,
feel great and last through
any pursuit that sets your soul
on fire.

$85
$30
LEGGINGS

TANKS

VIEW HERE

Good Earth Beauty

GIFT SET
VIEW HERE

use code:
GiftGuide10
to receive

10%
off.

$53
Nourish and nurture the people you
love with body products from a natural
and organic beauty shop. Their ultramoisturizing 8-Oil Blend bath fizzies
includes a carefully crafted fusion of
Aloe Vera, Coconut, Grapeseed, Sweet
Almond, Olive, Avocado, Sunflower,
and Jojoba.

Wudu Warehouse

VIEW HERE

$58

MAT HOLDER
We all love our yoga mats, but they
don’t necessarily look beautiful rolled
up in the corner of the living room.
Wudu’s mat holder will elevate a space
within seconds by turning asana clutter
into totally genius decor.

Jerry’s Vodka
VODKA BOTTLE

$20
Eco-fashion, watch out! The time has
come for green cocktails. Jerry’s
(made in Jersey!) is the perfect bottle
to bring when visiting a juicing guru;
you can show him how to mix up an
unexpectedly delicious holiday sip
with the sweet, earthy taste of fresh
pressed spinach, apple, and ginger
and VODKA!

VIEW HERE

Sivana East
CHAKRA STONES

$29.95
Give the gift of harmony, balance,
awareness, self-healing, and vitality all in a pocket-size package! Chakra
Pocket Stones, chosen specifically for
their particular qualities and ability
to harmonize each chakra, can be a
valuable tool for alternative health.

VIEW HERE

Court Liquor

$289

WINE SUBSCRIPTION BOX
Wanting to gift some vino to your
favorite vinyasa practitioner? Sign
them up for Court Liquor’s Wine Club
and wait for the repeated “thank yous”
to stat rolling in. Nick, the curator of
the wine club, handpicks bottles from
small artisanal wine growers who
produce organic, biodynamic and
natural wine in limited releases. You
can send 3 or 6 bottles each month.

15%

off the first month
membership.
use code: NJYC

VIEW HERE

Daily Kindness
365 DAYS OF COMPASSION

VIEW HERE

Lead your best year yet through
365 days of kindness. With
enriching quotes from celebrated
luminaries and striking National
Geographic photography, each
page of this moving book will
inspire you to live with sincerity,
compassion, and benevolence.
Each month, you’ll practice
virtues like patience, respect, and
generosity that will focus your
mind and heart, creating fulfillment
and contentment. Both inviting and
motivating, Daily Kindness invites
you to reflect on life’s big and
small moments, providing a way
to embrace new ideas--and enrich
your life every day of the year.

$12.99

Danya B.

HEXAGON TERRANIUM

$16.99
Design a miniature garden with
orchids, mosses, cacti or succulents
and surround them with sand, rocks,
pebbles or decorative items. Simply
put, this Terrarium is the indoor garden
you’ve been waiting for.

VIEW HERE

Etched Atlas

VIEW HERE

ETCHED ATLAS

$59

Yoga helps us to connect with the world around us and the earth
beneath us. This laser engaged, wooden art depicts the Tree of
Life - the very living essence of life on earth. The tree thrives on
energy taken from our planet earth. It grows and gives much in
beauty and usefulness to those living around it. If it is cut down,
all of its parts aid and benefit life on earth. If it dies, the tree has
perpetuated itself and continues to nourish the earth’s source of
energy. The symbol of a tree is infinite. The tree ‘gives back’ for
others to continually share the benefits of earth’s energy.

Lorely Jewerly
HAND TEXTURED RING
Handmade Jewelry crafted from
precious metals, by one of Jersey’s
very own yogis. Shop local this season
and support an artist who is living her
dharma with intention infused, yogainspired pieces.

VIEW HERE

$105

Geaux Jewelry

$100
VIEW HERE

OM NECKLACE
Give the gift of simple beauty, crafted to
embody the true beauty of individuality
and compassion. The designer, Margot
Goldberg, draws from her past and
present to create precious items that
express and speak to the power of our
inner mind, our faith and our connection
to the natural world.

Gift from the Sea
BOOK
A perfect book for morning
meditation, gently guiding
anyone seeking to revive
their spirit.

$8.63
VIEW HERE

Inspiralized
VIEW HERE

$15.99
$24.99
per book

inspiralizer

COOKBOOK & INSPIRALIZER
The definitive cookbook for
using a spiralizer: the kitchen
gadget that turns vegetables
and fruits into imaginative, lowcarb dishes.

Deep Listening
BY JILLIAN PRANSKY
In Deep Listening, Pransky
presents her signature Calm
Body, Clear Mind, Open
Heart program a 10-step
journey of self-exploration
that she’s taught around
the world. Derived from
the techniques that healed
her, the practice of Deep
Listening invites you to pay
close attention to your body,
mind, and heart. You’re
taught how to tune inward
and relax into a state of
openness, ease, and clarity.
This is the new frontier
in integrative wellness
mindfulness designed for
healing.

VIEW HERE

$16.50

K-Deer
VIEW HERE

STRIPED LEGGINGS
K-Deer’s leggings are
a perfect for all fitness
activities. High waisted
for a flattering fit, with
no outside leg seam for a
smooth, chafe-free wearing
experience. Their super-soft
blend fabric is moisturewicking and slimming, with a
lightweight, luxuriously soft
feel. Buy them for everyone
and treat yourself, too.

$98

Kelly Siegel Art
WHIMSICAL ARTWORK
I am woman, hear me OM!
Kelly Siegel’s whimsical
artwork features various
mixed media highlighting
quotes of women
empowerment, inspiration
and motivation. Kelly’s
artwork is ideal for a girl’s
room, she-shed, nursery,
yoga studio, home office or
anywhere you need daily
words of encouragement.
starting at:

$8
VIEW HERE

Love is
Project

OTAVALO WINTER WHITE BRACELET

$40
VIEW HERE

The #loveisproject grew out of a simple
desire to find out what love means to
people around the world and how, despite
our circumstance or history, love unites
us all. The Love Is Project exists to share
the story of Love – in all its good, bad,
joyful and painful guises – via an authentic
movement from the ground up. This Bracelet
Serves a Purpose. For every bracelet
purchased, 50% of profits are reinvested
in local communities. With your purchase,
you’re empowering a mother & her family.

Metta Made
VIEW HERE

POP UP YOGA EVENTS

prices vary
by event

METTAMADE hosts awesomely
unique yoga events in NJ. She brings
laughter, love and libations together
with yoga to create a whole new
community of yogis who want to add
a little zip to their zen. Snag a few
tickets and bring all your friends for
an unforgettable experiential gift.

Blooming
Lotus Jewelry
MY HAPPY PLACE BAR

$98
Because life is wild, messy and
infinitely glorious, and is to be
embraced every step of the journey.
Whether you are traversing a
challenging time or rejoicing in a
triumph, Blooming Lotus jewels are
a reminder of how far you’ve come,
as well as a guide forward in the
footsteps of your heart. Each piece is
lovingly hand-crafted and filled with
purpose and meaning. The wearer will
likely see the magic and miracle of
every day.

VIEW HERE

Annie Reh Jewelry
VIEW HERE

$22

NO MUD NO LOTUS CUFF
The perfect piece for a meaning
maker, willing to share wisdom,
interpret dreams, live with purpose,
speak without fear and carry the
light. Order what you see or reach
out to Annie for a custom piece!

Nourish
A COMMUNITY
SUPPORTED COOKBOOK
Discover over 140 whole
foods recipes that will keep
every belly happy. In Nourish,
you’ll find recipes from some
of the brightest local minds
in healthy eating. They all
have a passion for creating
masterpieces using local,
sustainable – and most
important – real whole food.

$29.99
VIEW HERE

Yoga Club Box
VIEW HERE

$40

SUBSCRIPTION
YOGA CLOTHES BOX
Give her the gift every woman wants.
With the Yoga Club gift card, she’ll
get awesome, seasonal, & top brand
yoga and workout apparel in the
styles she loves each month.

Olivia Clementine
VIEW HERE

$35

BOTANICAL BEAUTY
CARE AND TONICS
Choose something from the
carefully curated collection of
Olivia Clementine - a relational
guide, herbalist and yogini. Olivia’s
botanical beauty care and tonics
support inner and outer wellbeing
and radiance.

The Pocket
Pema Chordron
BOOK
Here is a treasury of 108
short selections from the
best-selling books of Pema
Chödrön, the beloved
Buddhist nun. Designed for
on-the-go inspiration, this
collection offers teachings
on becoming fearless,
breaking free of destructive
patterns, developing
patience, kindness, and
joy amid our everyday
struggles and unlocking our
natural warmth, intelligence,
and goodness.

$9.99
VIEW HERE

Love Your Melon
VIEW HERE

BEANIE

$30

Love Your Melon is an apparel brand
dedicated to giving a hat to every
child battling cancer in America and
supporting the fight against pediatric
cancer. This is a gift that keeps on
giving well beyond the warmth it
provides for your melon.

Rook Coffee

BEANS
The must-have stocking
stuffer for every yogi who
prioritizes their day like
this: wake up, coffee, yoga.
Rook Coffee is a visionary
coffee company complete
with multiple coffee bars,
a roastery and distribution
center, a bottled cold brew
business and an online
retail business. Using
the finest quality coffees
from all over the world.
Perfection in a cup - and
totally on trend in Jersey.

$14.40
VIEW HERE

SweatStyle Box

VIEW HERE

$25

SUBSCRIPTION
YOGA CLOTHES BOX
Working out is hard enough; no one
wants to sweat the shopping. Sweat
Style box is all about fitness apparel,
hand-picked just for the lucky girl who
gets a subscription gift this holiday
season.

Twisted Guru
BEACH YOGA MAT
VIEW HERE

$149
Shopping for a beach yogi? This
is the ONLY thing to give. Made
from traditional Indian textiles these
beautiful oversized beach yoga mats
offer a sand free, sacred space to
practice, while the underside sand
pockets keep the mat in place even on
windy days.

Vella Box
SUBSCRIPTION ARTISAN CANDLES
A blissful combination of the
highest quality candles - nontoxic, lead-free and hand
poured - plus handpicked
products that complement
each candle, delivered to
your door every month.

$30

VIEW HERE

Werkshop Leggings
VIEW HERE

$98

UNICORN LEGGINGS
Fairytales do come true! If you
have a mystical, magical, pixie
dust encrusted yogini to shop for,
we’ve totally got you covered
with these unicorn leggings.

Xen Strength
by Danielle Diamond

$150
VIEW HERE

28 DAY AT HOME PROGRAM
Yoga with weights? Working out from
the comfort of home? YES PLEASE!
This is the perfect gift for anyone who
likes to mix their asana practice with
a little booty burn. Xen Strength is
a true total-body workout program
- accessible from home - combining
five key training essentials: aerobic
exercise, flexibility, strength training,
core and balance training.

Yoga Design Lab

VIEW HERE

$54

YOGA MAT
If you have a yogi in your life who
likes their practice dynamic, strong,
super hot and sweaty, we recommend
checking out Yoga Design Lab’s
machine washable, eco-friendly, super
soft mats.

Yogini
UNFOLDING THE
GODDESS WITHIN
We recommend the book if
you have someone in your
life primed and ready to
go DEEPER into the essence
of Tantra and the worship
of the Goddess in a clear
expression and relative to
daily life. It contains many
wonderful and inspirational
stories, and shows the
true Yogini as a woman of
profound inner experience
and realization, not merely
an asana adept.

$10.49
VIEW HERE

Yummi Yogi

VIEW HERE

YOGA CUTTING BOARD

$50

Serve up something special
for the yogi in your life who
loves inviting everyone over
for kombucha and vegan
apps after class. Yummi
Yogi’s Yoga Cutting Board
is designed in the shape
of Tree Pose, representing
strength and balance. The
board is super strong (like
a tree), made of ash wood
with an exclusive driftwood
teak oil finish.

Emily Hsu Designs
PINK LEOPARD LEGGINGS
Studio-to-street wear has never looked
better. We recommend snagging a pair
of Emily Hsu pants for your most chic
lady friend, who is determined to sweat
in style. Plus the pricepoint is amazing!
In a world of $90 + pants, Emily Hsu
shows up strong with a silky smooth
fabric, 4-way stretch, moisture wicking
properties, a wide high rise waistband
AND prices that will probably have you
ordering at least 2 pairs.
VIEW HERE

$56

A Month of Yoga
Unlimited yoga for one month?
Sign her up. Seriously, sign her
up. You cannot go wrong with
this one.
VIEW HERE

Jones Bar
VIEW HERE

12 PACK
Stuff your favorite yogi’s stocking with
the best grab-and-go bar in the world.
The ingredients are 100% organic - no
sugars, syrups or fillers. “Say goodbye
to your traditional slab bar and hello
to happy chewing.”

$26.89

Krista Lynn
MALA BEADS
Mala beads will help guide
the yogi you love tap into her
or her own power, presence
and peace. Krista Lynn creates
malas with stones and sacred
materials that have meaning
and a deep root of intention.
If you live local to the Jersey
Shore, she is available for mala
making parties too (another
amazing gift!)

$75
VIEW HERE

Camaroha Sutra

GODDESS PANT
modern, comfy and
authentically gorgeous
for the goddess in your
life. These pants are
as stunning as they are
comfortable, with a
waist that stretches to
fit women of all sizes,
including expecting
moms. You’ll buy them
for her yoga practice but don’t be surprised
when she wears them to
a fancy dinner too!

VIEW HERE

$35.59

